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主たる研究テーマ 

Principal Research Subject 

The shift in speaking politeness of teenagers in Bandung city. 

 

  Politeness in speaking is an interesting phenomenon to be analyzed from different perspectives 

because it is a study which relevant and significant in ever-changing time. The phenomenon of the 

politeness not only pertaining to language aspects, but also psychological, social and culturally aspects 

for users of that language. This research examines the changes which had shown signs of a decline in 

the politeness in speaking among teenagers (the age 13-20 years). 

Speaking politeness in teenagers now allegedly diverted due to the decrease in positive things and 

growing of negative things in speaking. The samples are teenagers in Bandung city (one of big cities in 

Indonesia) because it is predicted language shift are more prevalent in big cities. 

  The purpose of this research is to analyze the politeness in speaking in the city of Bandung, West 

Java, Indonesia. 

  Data collection: Observation and recording at random.  

  The shift in speaking politeness characterized by the occurrence of a change in speaking that is 

reviewed on the language that used and way of speaking. The form of a shift in speaking politeness 

occurring in teenagers, for examples: 

1. The increasing number of and frequency use of sarcastic words. Example: anjing, anjrit, babi, perek 

that is rant. 

2. Increasing use of taboo words. Example: the name of intimate organs and other vulgar words that 

sounds sexual. 

3. The decline in concern to consider the context of social and circumstantial in speaking. Example: Did 

not consider relationship, age, sex, time, place, the event, media, topics, and situations; therefore did not 

keep the accuracy of the chosen word, form of the sentence, intonation, the physical gestures, expression, 

and content.  

 

  Communication style shift that is happening now created a change in attitude of young people in 

speaking. In various events, the communications were not considering nonlinguistic aspects of that 

language. 
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